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Episode 4

My wife and I used to have relatively good jobs. She was a teacher and I was a salesman 

for a small local company. We didn’t make a lot of money but it was enough to get by. 

When we retired we decided to finally do something we had been wanting to do our whole 

life, buy our own boat. We live very close to the beach and we loved the idea of spending 

our afternoons out there in the sea. We had saved up some money but, I’m sure you know, 

boats are really expensive so we couldn’t have made it on our own. The first thing we did 

was go to the bank to take out a $5000 loan but it still wasn’t enough. Thankfully, we have 

the sweetest children. When they discovered what we were trying to do, all three of them 

chipped in and we were able to buy our own boat. We couldn’t be more grateful. And now, 

three years later, we’ve paid off our debt. This weekend the weather is supposed to be 

nice, so we have planned a little get-together on the boat with the whole family!
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Get by - We didn’t make a lot of money but it was enough to get by.

• If you get by, do you have more money than you need or just enough? 

• If you get by, can you spend money on things that are not necessary?

• Where you live, how much money should you make every month to get by?

Save up - We had saved up some money.

• If you save up money, do you spend it or keep it?

• Does saving up money happen all at once or gradually?

• Where do you keep the money that you save up?

• Is it easy for you to save up?

Take out - We went to the bank to take out a $5000 loan.

• If you take out a loan, is it because you have enough money or not enough money?

• Where can you go to take out a loan?

• If you take out a loan, can you keep the money or do you have to return it?

• What are some of the most common reasons for taking out a loan?

Chip in - All three of them chipped in.

• Does chipping involve taking or giving money?

• When chipping in, how many people give money? One or more?

• When you chip in do you buy something alone or as a group?

• What is the advantage of having many people chipping in to buy something?

• Have you ever chipped in to buy something?

Pay off - And now, we’ve paid off our debt.

• If you pay off a debt, do you take or give money? 

• If you pay off a debt, will you still have to give money back in the future?

• Have you ever paid off a debt or a loan? How does it feel?
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